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SECRETS OF TACK 

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 



H2O 

Step 1:  CLEAN 

Yvette
Sticky Note
The first step of tack cleaning is to use soap and water to remove the sweat and grime! Laurie prefers castile soap and a nubbly 3M kitchen sponge for this task.  Yvette uses a little bit of Murphy’s Oil Soap in warm water and a toothbrush…doesn’t matter what tools you choose as long as the grit and grime are removed!



Step 2:  CONDITION 

Yvette
Sticky Note
After you’ve removed the dirt and sweat from your tack, you will need to replace the moisture that was removed (kind of like putting your lotion on very soon after taking a shower).  There are lots of different products on the market – this slide shows a few options.  Laurie likes beeswax based products such as Effax (not pictured), or Bienewachs (orange bottle). You will want to condition the “rough” side of the leather, as this is the side that can most readily absorb the conditioner.  You can paint oil/conditioner on with a paintbrush, or just use your hands to massage it in. Once applied, give the conditioner some time to soak in.



Step 3:  POLISH 

Yvette
Sticky Note
After you’ve conditioned the leather, this is the time to polish the metal.  Make sure you choose the right product for the metal you are trying to polish – a lot of times we see silver polish (like for sterling silverware) in kits, which isn’t really the right product for brass, zinc or stainless tack fittings.  Wadding like Nevr Dull is good for kits because it doesn’t leak.  Laurie mentioned a product called “Mother’s” which you can buy at autocare stores that a saddleseat rider recommended and really shines the metal. Be sure to buff away residue!



Step 4:  SEAL 

Yvette
Sticky Note
The last step of tack cleaning is to seal and protect the leather.  For this, you should look for a product with glycerine.  The glycerine coats the leather with a thin, waterproof layer that will keep the moisture that you just added back with conditioner.  One thing to watch is that you do not create “foam” with the glycerine. This means you have too much water on the sponge…instead of dipping the sponge in water, Laurie suggests dipping the actual bar into the water.



SECRETS OF GROOMING 



Dealing with Dandruff 

Yvette
Sticky Note
Dandruff in the mane and tail is one of the most common deductions during Turnout Inspection.  Dandruff is not one of those things that you can just take care of the day before a rally – if your horse or pony has dandruff, you should start treating it at least 2 weeks prior to rally.  Human dandruff shampoos are a good preliminary step for removing dandruff flakes (excess skin growth) and medicating the affected skin – they usually contain tar (brown shampoos like T-gel) or salicylic acid (an exfoliant).  There is an equine product called MTG that is also effective, but can be greasy.  Listerine is the old standby, but it actually gets misused – you need to first exfoliate the flakes and then apply the Listerine to treat the skin.  The antiseptic qualities prevent the fungus that results in dandruff.The most common mistake we see is in the tail – most competitors do not go all the way to the base of the tail, where dandruff is most likely to occur.  While a thick tail may may this task challenging, it is important to make sure you clean all the way to the base of the tail.  This is also a good time to check for ticks.



Life with a grey… 

Yvette
Sticky Note
Yes, this IS the same horse!!!Grey horses, or horses with a lot of white markings may be frustrating to keep clean, but when they ARE clean, they are pretty spectacular!



Life with a grey… 

Stain Removers Shampoos 

Whiteners 

Yvette
Sticky Note
Everyone who has ever had a grey or light colored horse will have a slew of products, and like tack cleaning, people start to have personal preferences.Shampoos:  There are many products out there that are formulated for grey/light colored horses – I’ve only shown a few.  The common theme is that these products are usually a dark purple color to neutralize yellowing.  These products work great, however, you need to be careful to follow instructions so that you don’t end up with a purple horse!  They also work best with warm water, as they can be tough to rinse.  Products that have a more electric blue color have optical brighteners, which are less likely to stain, but still get the stains out.Whiteners:  Whiteners are really helpful for heavily stained areas, like knees, hocks, or tails.  Blueing is a really potent way of restoring white, but you need to be careful and only use a few drops!  There are several “spray concentrates” on the market, which I’ve found to be really helpful for legs.  As with the shampoos, you must be careful to not leave them on for too long, or else your horse will have purple legs!  My new find FOR TAILS ONLY is a product you can readily buy at the discount store – Clorox2 Stain Fighter with Color Booster (I use the free & clear formulation).  I do not apply this to skin, but the stained bottom of my horse’s tail.  It works REALLY well, but it’s also very drying, so you also need to be sure to condition the hair after washing.Stain Removers:  Wow, are you guys lucky to have all these green spot removers!  I wish they’d had these when I was in Pony Club!  Products like Vetrolin Green Spot Out or Cowboy Magic Green Spot Remover are great for quick touch ups – just spray onto the spot, and scrub with a clean, dry towel.  One thing that I’ve found has helped with stain removal is application of a coat shine product such as Show Sheen or Vetrolin Shine, particularly on the legs.  As always, we don’t recommend applying the shine product to the saddle area, but they are useful for detangling and make brushing out stains a much easier task.



Those added touches… 

• Fresh application of hoof oil 

• Breed-appropriate mane styling 

• Tail shaping (pulled & banged] 

• Quartermarks 

• Excellent ground manners!!  

 

Yvette
Sticky Note
This is a list of some of those “extras” that can really make you and your horse stand out at a turnout inspection.  Note the bullet on ground manners – it is really important for you to practice making your horse stand in hand for the ~8 minutes of your inspection.  Yes, horses get excited, but it’s really difficult for a judge to fairly evaluate you when your horse is trotting circles around him/her!  Good ground manners go a long way to making the rally experience pleasant for everyone!



Secrets of Rider Turnout 



Know what you’re wearing!!!! 

• Make sure your helmet is in good 

   repair and fits properly  

• Know what makes you formal vs. 

   informal 

• Pack your garment bag in the order 

   in which you get dressed 

• If wearing a stock tie, know how to 

   tie it! 

 

 

 

 

 

Yvette
Sticky Note
Helmets – it needs to be in good condition and fit properly.  Helmets should be replaced after any high impact fall, as the materials that form core of the helmet are like bubble wrap – once you hit your head really hard, the bubble pops, and it’s not as effective at protecting your noggin.HM Rule 7 deals with attire.  Page 11 of the HM Handbook has a nice grid that describes what is acceptable for Formal, Informal, and D attire at Pony Club competitions.HM judges are always happy to help you tie your stock, but if you’re going to wear a stock tie, it’s best to practice tying it BEFORE the rally, too!



Shiny Happy Boots! 

Yvette
Sticky Note
The easiest way to get an ES is to have ridiculously well-polished boots.  Judges can see them coming from a mile away, and they are actually much easier to clean if they’ve been well-polished.  As with tack, the first step is to remove sweat and dirt with water and soap.I’ve found that a lot of riders are actually using products that may be too harsh for the fine leather used to make riding boots.  Shoe leather is much more delicate, and thus I usually recommend a shoe polishing cream as the conditioner (Kiwi Leather Lotion is good for all colors and available for under $5 at most discount stores).  You just wipe on a thin layer with a soft cloth, let dry, then buff off with a shoe polishing brush.  To get even more shine on your boots, use a polish (I find crème polishes easier to apply and buff than the cake polishes in the tin) – apply a thin (key is THIN) layer, let dry, then buff buff buff with the brush.  You can also use old pantyhose to buff and really get a super shine.  And yes, you’ll have fab arms after this…



Stock Tying Made Easy! 

From this… To THIS!!! 

Yvette
Sticky Note
Right over LeftLeft over RightRight over Left & PIN!  JYou need to pin through the knot (keeps knot from slipping loose) and pin down the ends.  



Stock Tying Made Easy! 

Yvette
Sticky Note
Yeah, I always found these pictures to be confusing, too…



Horse Management 

Website 

http://www.ponyclub.org/?page=HM 



Thank You!!! 




